Let the Children Come

He said to them, "Let the little children come to me, and do not hinder them, for the kingdom of God belongs to such as these." Mark 10:14b (NIV)

Choose the word that best matches the definition.

__1.  Small in size  
    A. little    B. belongs    C. blessed    D. truth

__2.  Sons and daughters, young people  
    A. little    B. touch    C. children    D. arms

__3.  To come in contact with or to feel with your fingers  
    A. kingdom    B. blessed    C. arms    D. touch

__4.  A statement accepted as fact  
    A. children    B. truth    C. belongs    D. kingdom

__5.  A country or territory ruled by a king or queen  
    A. arms    B. little    C. kingdom    D. touch

__6.  To be a member of a group, such as a club or organization  
    A. belongs    B. touch    C. blessed    D. kingdom

__7.  The parts of the body which connect the hands to the shoulders  
    A. truth    B. children    C. touch    D. arms

__8.  Bringing happiness, pleasure, or contentment to someone  
    A. arms    B. blessed    C. little    D. kingdom